Specialty Instruments for the UROLOGIST

“QUALITY INSTRUMENTS YOU CAN DEPEND ON”
UROLOGICAL RETRACTORS & SYSTEMS

A. CS1000-60 JORDAN-SIMPSON PERINEAL RETRACTOR SET

This set is a stable retractor system for anterior and posterior urethroplasty, and other perineal procedures.

THIS SET INCLUDES:
1 EA. CS1000-61
1 EA. CS1000-620
2 EA. CS1000-62
2 EA. CS1000-63
1 EA. CS1000-64
1 EA. CS1000-65
1 EA. CS1000-66
1 EA. CS1000-67

CS1000-61 JORDAN-SIMPSON SEGMENTED RING, SLOTTED, LARGE, 8 1/2” x 12” I.D.
CS1000-62 JORDAN-VERNICK 3 PRONG RETRACTOR, W/ROTATIONAL HANDLE
CS1000-63 JORDAN-VERNICK 4 PRONG RETRACTOR, W/ROTATIONAL HANDLE
CS1000-620 JORDAN-SIMPSON SINGLE PRONG RETRACOR
CS1000-64 JORDAN-SIMPSON RIGHT ANGLED RETRACTOR, 1”
CS1000-65 JORDAN-SIMPSON RIGHT ANGLED RETRACTOR, 1 1/2”
CS1000-66 JORDAN-RICHARDSON-SIMPSON RETRACTOR, 1” x 1 1/2”
CS1000-67 GOULET-SIMPSON RETRACOR, SMALL, 1”

NEW ITEM

CS1000-614 JORDAN-SIMPSON PEDIATRIC PERINEAL SET

This set is the smaller version of the Jordan-Simpson perineal set, that is a widely accepted retractor system for anterior and posterior urethroplasty procedures.

THIS SET INCLUDES:
1 EA CS1000-610 JORDAN-SIMPSON SEG RING, SMALL 6” x 9” I.D., SLOTTED
1 EA CS1000-611 JORDAN-RICH RETRACTOR 3/4” x 1”
1 EA CS1000-612 JORDAN-RICH RETRACTOR 3/8” x 3/4”
2 EA CS1000-613 JORDAN-SIMP 3 PRONG RETR, DELICATE

B. CS1000-69 JORDAN-GELMAN-ALLIS FORCEPS W/SIMPSON HANDLE

This instrument is useful for grasping the dissected urethra, and can be attached to the ring using a tilt

NEW ITEM

CS7001 GELMAN VISUAL URETHRAL SOUND 20FR I.D
RETRACTORS FOR RETROPUBIC PROSTATECTOMY

The retractors listed below provide optimal exposure of the dorsal vein complex and posterior retraction of the bladder.

CS1000-40  YU-HOLTGREWE MALLEABLE PROSTATIC RETRACTO, W/SIMPSON HANDLE, 2 1/2” x 7”

CS1000-43  CARROLL MALLEABLE PROSTATIC RETRACTO, W/SIMPSON HANDLE

The above retractors will adapt to the BOOKWALTER™, and the SIMPSON RETRACTO SYSTEMS.

CS1000-41  YU-HOLTGREWE MALLEABLE PROSTATIC RETRACTO, W/BALFOUR HANDLE, 2 1/2” x 7”

CSU530  STAMEY DORSAL VEIN APICAL RETRACTO

The retractor blades provide a wide space on both sides of dorsal vein complex for placing a controlling suture
CS1000-50 WALTHER-SIMPSON PERINEAL SET
This set provides optimal exposure for radical perineal prostatectomy.
This set includes: 1 E.A. CS1000-51
2 E.A. CS1000-52
1 E.A. CS1000-53
1 E.A. CS1000-54

CS1000-51 WALTHER-SIMPSON PERINEAL RING, OVAL, ANGLED 25 DEGREES

CS1000-52 WALTHER-SIMPSON MALLEABLE RETR., 1” x 4”, W/PRO EDGE
This blade is useful for lateral retraction

CS1000-53 WALTHER-SIMPSON MALLEABLE RETR., 1 1/2” x 4” W/PRO EDGE
This blade is used as the rectum or posterior retractor

CS1000-54 WALTHER-SIMPSON NOTCHED RETRACTOR, 1 1/2 x 4”
This blade can be used as an anterior retractor

CS1000-48 MALLEABLE RETRACTOR W/ LIP, 1/2” x 3”
CS1000-45 SINGLE HOOK MALLEABLE RETRACTOR, W/ BALL PROBE
CS1000-46 DOUBLE HOOK MALLEABLE RETRACTOR, 8MM, W/ BALL PROBE

The above retractor blades will adapt the BOOKWALTER™ and the SIMPSON RETRACTOR SYSTEMS.

CS1000-61 JORDAN-SIMPSON SEGMENTED RING, LARGE, 8 1/2” x 12” I.D.
CS1000-610 JORDAN-SIMPSON SEGMENTED RING, SMALL, 6” x 9” I.D.

This ring is excellent for perineal radical prostatectomy, anterior and posterior urethroplasty, uro-gyn procedures, and for vaginal surgery. The new small ring provides excellent exposure in young adults.

CS5200 BALFOUR RETRACTOR SET, 8 1/2” SPREAD
CS5200-A BALFOUR RETRACTOR SET, 10 1/2” SPREAD
CS5200-AA BALFOUR RETRACTOR SET, 14” SPREAD

EACH SET INCLUDES: TWO PAIRS OF LATERAL SNAP-ON WIRE BLADES 2 1/2” AND 3 1/2” DEEP, ONE CENTER BLADE 3 3/8” x 2 3/4”

CS5060 FOURTH BLADE ATTACHMENT, RIGHT HAND ASSEMBLY
CS5061 FOURTH BLADE ATTACHMENT, LEFT HAND ASSEMBLY

EACH ATTACHMENT INCLUDES THE CHOICE OF EITHER A 2” x 6 1/2”, OR 2 1/2” x 6 1/2” MALLEABLE RETRACTOR.

EACH ATTACHMENT WILL FIT ANY STYLE BALFOUR RETRACTOR

“QUALITY INSTRUMENTS YOU CAN DEPEND ON”
INSTRUMENTS FOR PERINEAL PROSTATECTOMY

CS882-225  LOWSLEY TRACTOR, 11” STR
CS882-235  LOWSLEY TRACTOR, 13” STR
CS882-240  LOWSLEY TRACTOR, 13” CVD

For applying gentle traction to the prostate without trauma to the gland

A. CS903-104  YOUNG PROSTATIC RETRACTOR 8 3/4”, ANTERIOR, 1 1/2” x 2 1/2” BLADE
B. CS903-112  YOUNG PROSTATIC RETRACTOR 8 3/4”, BIFURCATED, 1 1/2” x 2 1/2” BLADE
C. CS903-120  YOUNG PROSTATIC RETRACTOR 8 3/4”, NOTCHED
D. CS903-138  YOUNG PROSTATIC RETRACTOR 8 3/4”, LATERAL, 7/16” x 2” BLADE
E. CS903-146  YOUNG PROSTATIC RETRACTOR 8 3/4”, IMPROVED

CS903-148  YOUNG PROSTATIC TRACTOR 8”
ASSORTED SCISSORS

A. CS16-1590  SUPER-CUT JAMISON SCISSORS, 6 1/4", CVD
B. CS5-244   THOREK SCISSORS, 7/14", FULL CURVE
C. CS5-254   THOREK SCISSORS, 10", FULL CURVE
D. CS5-243   JORGENSEN SCISSORS, 9", STRONGLY CURVE BLADES
E. CS25-1280 SATINSKY “S” SHAPED SCISSORS, 10", STRONG CURVE

ASSORTED NEEDLE HOLDERS

A. CS01-099  MASSON-LUTHY N.H., BAYONET SHANK, 8”
B. CS01-100  MASSON-LUTHY N.H., BAYONET SHANK, 10”
C. CS01-106  BOZEMAN-WERTHEIM N.H., OFFSET SHANK, 8”
CS01-107  BOZEMAN-WERTHEIM N.H., OFFSET SHANK, 9”
CS01-108  BOZEMAN-WERTHEIM N.H., OFFSET SHANK, 10 1/4”
CS01-109  BOZEMAN-WERTHEIM N.H., OFFSET SHANK, 12”
D. CS01-101  BOZEMAN-FINOCHIETTO N.H., BAYONET SHANK,
ANGLED JAW, 8”
CS01-102  SAME AS ABOVE, BUT 10”
E. CS01-114  STRATTE NEEDLE HOLDER 8”
CS01-115  STRATTE NEEDLE HOLDER, 10”
F. CS01-116  STRATTE NEEDLE HOLDER, REVERSE, 8”
CS01-117  STRATTE NEEDLE HOLDER, REVERSE, 10”
RIGHT ANGLE CLAMPS

CS7-255   GEMINI CLAMP, 5 1/2”
CS5-330   GEMINI CLAMP, 7”
CS7-257   GEMINI CLAMP, 8”
CS7-258   GEMINI CLAMP, 9”
CS7-259   GEMINI CLAMP, 11”

A. CS22-6570  MEEKER RIGHT ANGLE CLAMP, 7”
CS22-6571  MEEKER RIGHT ANGLE CLAMP, 11”

B. CS25-836  KANTROWITZ RIGHT ANGLE CLAMP, 7 1/2”
CS25-837  KANTROWITZ RIGHT ANGLE CLAMP, 9 1/2”
CS25-838  KANTROWITZ RIGHT ANGLE CLAMP, 11”

CS29-875  KALMAN-MIXTER CLAMP, 11”, DELICATE
CS29-876  KALMAN-MIXTER CLAMP, 11”, STD. JAW

CS2005  McDOUGAL CLAMP, 10 1/2”, 2CM JAW LENGTH, LEFT
CS2006  McDOUGAL CLAMP, 10 1/2”, 2CM JAW LENGTH, RIGHT

*The left clamp should be used if the surgeon is passing forehand to the left.*

*The right clamp should be used if the surgeon is passing backhand to the right.*

"QUALITY INSTRUMENTS YOU CAN DEPEND ON"
A. CS22-6550 MIXTER “BABY” FORCEPS, 5”, CVD
B. CS22-6570 MIXTER FORCEPS, 5 1/4”, DELICATE 90° JAW

A. B.

CS516-220A-TC BABCOCK FORCEPS, 8”, ANGLED 45°
CS516-218A-TC BABCOCK FORCEPS, 9”, ANGLED 45°
CS516-224A-TC BABCOCK FORCEPS, 12”, ANGLED 45°

CS29-310TC BIRHLE DORSAL CLAMP/NEEDLE HOLDER, 11”, W/T.C. INSERT

This instrument is designed to aid in the fixation and suturing of the D.V.C. during a retropubic radical prostatectomy.

"QUALITY INSTRUMENTS YOU CAN DEPEND ON"
CS SURGICAL, INC.

CSU403-0  STAMEY NEEDLE, STRAIGHT TIP
CSU403-15 STAMEY NEEDLE, 15° ANGLED TIP
CSU403-30 STAMEY NEEDLE, 30° ANGLED TIP

For surgically curable female urinary incontinence

CS17075 GELMAN ADAPTER, ADULT, S.S.
CS17076 GELMAN ADAPTER, PEDIATRIC, S.S.

These reusable, metal adapters are useful in performing a retrograde urethrogram (RUG).

NO SCAPEL VASECTOMY INSTRUMENTS

CS382-200  NO SCAPEL VASECTOMY SET, INCLUDES 1 EA CS28-300 & 1 EA CS28-305
A. CS28-300  NO SCAPEL DISSECTING FORCEPS, 5” CVD, SHARP POINTS
B. CS28-305  NO SCAPEL LOOP FIXATION FORCEPS, 5”

MEATUS AND INCONTINENCE CLAMPS

A. CSU413  ZISPER MEATUS CLAMP
B. CSU411  BLACK MEATUS CLAMP
C. CSU412  HYAMS MEATUS CLAMP

A. CSU414-L  CUNNINGHAM INCONTINENCE CLAMP, LARGE
B. CSU414-R  CUNNINGHAM INCONTINENCE CLAMP, REGULAR
C. CSU414-J  CUNNINGHAM INCONTINENCE CLAMP, JUVENILE
D. CSU415  BAUMRUCKER INCONTINENCE CLAMP

“QUALITY INSTRUMENTS YOU CAN DEPEND ON”
SUTURE GUIDES

THESE INSTRUMENTS ASSIST IN REANASTOMOSING THE URETHRA AND BLADDER NECK AFTER RADICAL RETROPUBIC PROSTATECTOMY

A. CSU500        ROTH URETHRAL SUTURE GUIDE, SET OF TWO, 24 & 28FR
CSU501-24  ROTH URETHRAL SUTURE GUIDE, 24FR
CSU501-28  ROTH URETHRAL SUTURE GUIDE, 28FR

THIS INSTRUMENT FEATURES FOUR SUTURE GUIDE GROOVES ARRANGED AT 90° INTERVALS

B. CSU515        ROTH GRIP-TIP™ URETHRAL SUTURE GUIDE, SET OF TWO, 24 & 28FR
CSU515-24  ROTH GRIP-TIP™ URETHRAL SUTURE GUIDE, 24FR
CSU515-28  ROTH GRIP-TIP™ URETHRAL SUTURE GUIDE, 28FR

THIS INSTRUMENTS FEATURES: THREE RETRACTABLE GRIPPING RODS WITH NON-SLIP ENDS, AND THREE SETS OF PAIRED SUTURE GUIDE GROOVES ARRANGED AT 120° INTERVALS
CS SURGICAL, INC.

CSU403-0  STAMEY NEEDLE, STRAIGHT TIP
CSU403-15 STAMEY NEEDLE, 15° ANGLED TIP
CSU403-30  STAMEY NEEDLE, 30° ANGLED TIP

For surgically curable female urinary incontinence

NO SCAPEL VASECTOMY INSTRUMENTS

CS382-200  NO SCAPEL VASECTOMY SET, INCLUDES 1 EA CS28-300 & 1 EA CS28-305
A. CS28-300  NO SCAPEL DISSECTING FORCEPS, 5" CVD, SHARP POINTS
B. CS28-305  NO SCAPEL LOOP FIXATION FORCEPS, 5"

MEATUS AND INCONTINENCE CLAMPS

A. CSU413  ZISPER MEATUS CLAMP
B. CSU411  BLACK MEATUS CLAMP
C. CSU412  HYAMS MEATUS CLAMP

A. CSU414-L  CUNNINGHAM INCONTINENCE CLAMP, LARGE
B. CSU414-R  CUNNINGHAM INCONTINENCE CLAMP, REGULAR
C. CSU414-J  CUNNINGHAM INCONTINENCE CLAMP, JUVENILE
D. CSU415  BAUMRUCKER INCONTINENCE CLAMP

"QUALITY INSTRUMENTS YOU CAN DEPEND ON"
ASK FOR THE FOLLOWING CATALOGS AVAILABLE FROM CS SURGICAL:

- **SIMPSON**
  - TABLE MOUNTED RETRACTOR SYSTEM

- **VALUE LINE**
  - OPERATING ROOM QUALITY SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS
  - “LIFETIME GUARANTEE”
  - MADE OF GERMAN STEEL
  - 2012 CATALOG & PRICE LIST

- **GREENWALD**
  - SPECIALTY INSTRUMENTS FOR THE COLON & RECTAL SURGEON

- **TUNGSTEN CARBIDE**
  - OPERATING ROOM QUALITY SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS
  - 2012 CATALOG & PRICE LIST

“QUALITY INSTRUMENTS YOU CAN DEPEND ON”